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Introduction

Analysis.&.Results..

This study proposes a new ‘relative fluency’ (RF) score to measure
speech rate across a heritage speaker’s languages.
• The heterogeneity of heritage speakers as a group is well known,
and it poses many problems in studying this bilingual population.
• Several different methods have been employed in attempt to
measure the language ability of heritage speakers, including
questionnaires, self-rated proficiency scores, lexical proficiency
tests, and speech analysis.
• Very few studies have examined heritage language speech rate.
Those that have (Kagan & Friedman, 2004; Polinsky, 2008, 2011) compare
raw words per minute (WPM) between heritage speakers and
monolingual baselines.
• Previous approaches make three main assumptions:
• Faster = more fluent
• Monolingual baseline comparisons are sufficient
• Individual speech rate variation does not need to be
accounted for

Relative.Fluency.Score
• Calculated as Spanish WPM / English WPM
• Based on Spanish, each participant’s first learned language
• 0=balanced, negative score=faster in English, positive
score=faster in Spanish

Research.Questions
1. Can a raw WPM or RF score reflect aspects of dominance
differences among highly proficient Spanish-English Heritage
Speaker (HS) and Late Bilingual (LB) speakers in speech rate
analysis?
2. What factors (bilingual group, individual speech rate, filler use,
region of origin, self-rated fluency) influence speech rate among
highly proficient Spanish-English bilinguals in their dominant and
non-dominant languages?

Design.&.Methods

WPM vs RF
• The raw WPM scores only support group differences in English, and
do not illustrate dominance differences between groups.
• All results with the RF score support previous findings of group
dominance differences: LBs are dominant in Spanish while HSs are
dominant in English.

Words Per Minute (WPM)
Table`.1:.WPM##Means#and#(SDs)#by#Group#and#Language#
Score

HS

LB

Across

Spanish WPM

120.47
(22.90)

127.42
(23.56)

123.13
(23.21)

English WPM

133.00
(25.67)

112.33
(23.10)

125.07
(26.53)

Possible Influencing Factors
• Of the other factors studied, only bilingual group was shown to
influence the RF score. Fillers and region of origin showed no effects,
and self-rated fluency scores proved to be an inappropriate measure
for these populations due to ceiling effects.
• Individual speech rate effects were found (see correlations), which
suggest that speech rate must be controlled, as is done with the RF.

T-tests
• English WPM: t(58) = -3.15, p<0.01
• Spanish WPM: t(45.79) = 1.12, p= 0.27
• Group means are significantly different for English but not for Spanish

Relative Fluency
Table.2:.RF#Means#and#(SDs)#by#Group
Score

HS

LB

Across

Relative
Fluency

-0.08
(0.12)

0.15
(0.18)

0.01
(0.18)

Independent Samples T-Test
Results
•
•
•

Compare the RF score means of LB and HSs
t(34.82) = (5.63), p<.001
Group means are significantly different
Table.3:.Chi@square#Table

Chi-square Test
•

Participants coded as “Above 0” and “Below 0” based on RF
score
Compare LB and HS groups
X2(1, N = 60) = 11.50, p <.001

•
•

Results
•
•

Group

Above 0

Below 0

n

HS

11
(29.73%)

26
(70.27%)

37

LB

18
(78.26%)

5
(21.74)

23

Across

29
(48.33%)

31
(51.67%)

60

Shows a significant relationship between group and RF score
A higher proportion of the LB group had scores above 0,
indicating Spanish dominance

Possible Factors Influencing Fluency
Filler Use
Individual Variation
•

Spanish WPM and
English WPM: highly
correlated by and
across
A participant with a
faster speech rate in
English will have a
faster speech rate in
Spanish

Participants
Heritage Speakers (HS) (n=37)
• Born in Anglophone U.S. or arrived before age 8 (M=2.57,
SD=1.81)
• Raised speaking primarily Spanish to age 10 by LB caregiver(s).
• Learned a societal minority language as home language, acquired
societal majority language later. Dominant in L2 (societal majority
language)
Late Bilinguals (LB) (n=23)
• Born and raised in Spanish-speaking region
• Arrived in Anglophone U.S. after age 14 (M=23.35, SD=6.39)
• Live and work in a society where the majority language is not their
L1. Acquired societal majority language past adolescence.
Dominant in L1 (societal minority language)

Discussion

•

Self-rated Fluency

Table.4:.Span.#and#Eng.#WPM#Correlations
Group

Correlation

HS

r(35)=0.74, p<.001

LB

r(21)=0.73, p<.001

Across

r(58)=0.61, p<.001

•

Language elicitation task: Frog, Where are You? (Berman & Slobin, 1994)
in both English and Spanish
Raw WPM (with and without fillers) was collected for both languages

•
•

Both groups at ceiling
More variation needed

Factor

Supported?

1. Can a raw WPM or RF score
reflect aspects of dominance
differences among highly
proficient Spanish-English HS
and LB speakers in speech rate
analysis?

Raw WPM
RF Score

✕
✓

2. What factors influence speech
rate among highly proficient
Spanish-English bilinguals in
their dominant and non-dominant
languages?

Bilingual Group
Individual Variation
Use of fillers
Country of origin
Self-rated fluency

✓
✓
✕
✕
?

Benefits of the RF Score
1. Controls for individual speech rate differences
2. Obviates the need for monolingual comparisons by comparing two
bilingual groups to each other
3. Reflects differences in aspects of dominance

(non-lexical + code switches)

Next Steps
• Compare the RF score with participants’ sociolinguistic variables
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